Write the name of the city and state found at the given latitude and longitude coordinates.

1. 33°N latitude, 112°W longitude

2. 35°N latitude, 78°W longitude

3. 46°N latitude, 96°W longitude

4. 45°N latitude, 122°W longitude

5. 29°N latitude, 95°W longitude

6. 43°N latitude, 79°W longitude

7. 25°N latitude, 80°W longitude
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Latitude and Longitude Continued

Still using the map on the other side answer the following questions.

1. Do lines of latitude run east-west or north-south? ______________________

2. Name three states that extend below latitude 30 degrees N. ___________
   ______________________

3. Name three states that extend west of longitude 120 degrees W. _________
   ______________________

4. Name the state that is located entirely between 40-45 degrees N latitude and
   between 90-100 degrees W longitude. ________________________________

5. Name the state whose southern border is latitude 35 degrees N.
   ________________________________

6. Is the locations 35 degrees N latitude, 75 degrees W longitude in the Atlantic
   or Pacific Ocean? (Mark the spot with an X) __________________________

7. Is the location 29 degrees N latitude and 87 degrees W longitude on land or
   under water? (Mark the spot with an X) ______________________________

8. The location 43 degrees N and 85 degrees W is in what state? (Mark the spot
   with an X) __________________________

9. On the map mark the location 34 degrees N, 105 degrees W with an X. What
   state is it in? ________________________________

10. On the map mark the location 48 degrees N, 73 degrees W with an X. Is the
    spot still within the country? If no, what country is it in? ________________
1. What is the contour interval represented by this map?

2. What is the maximum elevation any point could be on Adam Hill?

3. In what direction is Linda River flowing?

4. What is the lowest possible elevation of Point B?

5. What is the elevation of the rim of the depression at B?

6. What is the distance along Debra Road from House 1 to House 2 to the nearest ¼ km?

7. What is the greatest possible elevation of Point A?

8. What is the difference in elevation between points E and F?

9. Which house is at a higher elevation?

10. What point is the highest spot on the island?
Earth Science Topographic Map #2

1. What is the contour interval represented by this map?
2. What is the greatest elevation at point F?
3. What is the lowest possible elevation of Point D?
4. What is the elevation of point B?
5. What is the greatest possible elevation of Point A?
6. What is the difference in elevation between points B and E?
7. Which Point is on the steepest land?
8. What point is in on the flattest terrain?